
MODEL PAPER – 25
1. He________ since seven in the morning.

1. has been working 2. is working 3.have been working      4. worked.

2. He started saving money last he_______ in old age.
1. starved 2. will starve 3. would starve 4.  should starve

3. Rakhi is ____________S.S.C student.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. No article

4. Raja goes to ______ School daily.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. No article

5. Ravi said to Deepak. “Please shut the door”.
1. Ravi requested Deepak to shut the door
2. Ravi ordered Deepak to shut the door.
3. Ravi told Deepak that he should shut the door.
4. Ravi said to Deepak that he may shut the door.

6. He told her, “You may borrow my car for a day”.
1. He requested her to use his car only for a day
2. He permitted her to use his car only for a day”
3. He told her that she might borrow his car for a day
4. He said to her that she may borrow his car for a day

7. No diseases were known to man then
1. Main knew no diseases then
2. Man knows no diseases then.
3. Man had known no diseases then.
4. Will have known no diseases then.

8. Choose the correct passive voice expression to the sentence.
He likes people who call him sir.

1. He likes to be called sir by people
2. To call him sir is liked by people
3. He likes to be call sir by people
4. He likes people call him sir.

9. Complimentary close of a business   Letter is ___________
1. Yours sincerely, 2. Yours truly,
3. Yours faithfully, 4. Yours lovingly,

10. Which subscription is correct?
1. Your’s lovingly,                 2. Yours lovingly,
3. yours lovingly, 4. yours lovingly

11. Raghava ________ smoking cigarettes last year.  He is not smoking now.
1. gave up 2. gave away 3. gave over4. gave out

12. Identify the silent letter of the word “wrath”
1. w 2. r 3. t 4. H

13. Supply the missing letters in the word  ba______ad
1. 11 2. 00 3. lm 4.. oi

14. Prakash fall ______ the bicycle
1. of 2. by 3. off 4. In

15. She has been waiting for the bus ________ one hour
1. since 2. for 3. from 4. In

16. I have a broken chair. (The part of Speech of the underlined word is).
1. Adjective2. Adverb 3. Verb 4. Noun

17 Study well ,lest you …………. Fail.        
  1)may 2)must 3)can 4)should      
18. Identify the correctly spelt word.

1. Iliterate 2. Urgancy      3. Stomack   4. Oxygen



19. The pacific is deeper than any other Ocean (Change into superlative degree)
1. Pacific is not the deepest Ocean 2. Pacific is the deepest Ocean
3. Pacific is one of the deepest Oceans      4. No other Ocean is so deep as pacific.

20. Now we are paying taxes at the ______ of sixty paisa for rupee
1. price 2. Rate 3. Cost 4. Value

21. / r^s/In /
1. wresting    2. Rustling               3. Resting 4. Roasting

22. / / pI : z /
1. appease        2. Applause  3. A piece 4. Appose

23. May I used your pen ? (what do you think about the above expression choose the right Answers).
1. a question 2. A suggestion 3. Request 4.   An exclamation

24. Your friend is not preparing well for D.S.C. you think it would for him to start preparing 
(what will you say ?)
1. You right prepare for D.S.C
2. You can prepare for D.S.C
3. You should prepared for D.S.C
4. You must prepare for D.S.C

25             Don’t buy things you don’t need.  It’s waste of Money.
1. It’s waste of money to buying` things you don’t need
2. It’s waste of money buy things you don’t need
3. It’s wasting of money to buy things you don’t need.
4. It’s waste of money buying things you don’t need.

  26   Timid  (Synonym)
5. Cowardly 2. Plucky 3. Veteran      4. Fearful

27 The minister is Optimistic about the project (opposite word of the underlined word)
1. Stoical 2. Pessimistic 3. Cynic 4. Dubious

28. You are talking about Mahesh.  You know that he is very intelligent.  Everyone knows 
this.  What do you say about Mahesh ?
1. Mahesh is very intelligent, isn’t it ?
2. Mahesh is very intelligent, is he ?
3. Mahesh is very intelligent, doesn’t he ?
4. Mahesh is very intelligent, isn’t he ?

29. You are waiting for your friend, ___________ ?
1. are you ? 2. aren’t you ? 3. do you     4.    don’t you ?

30. “The book which is on the table, is mine”(Change into simple sentence)
1. The book on the table is mine                 2    The book on the table was mine
3. The book on the table and it is mine    4        None.

31. He has failed many times so he wanted to try once again  (Change into simple sentence)
1. Being failed many times, he wanted to try once again
2. Having failed many times, he wanted to try once again.
3. He wanted to try once again to fall many times.
4. None.

32. “All of us know that man is mortal” (Change into compound sentence)
1. Man is mortal so that all of us know that        2    Man is mortal and all of us know that
3. As man is mortal, all of us know that            4      none.

33. Find out the part of sentence which has an error
on reaching (a) / the railway station (b) / he was disappointed to learn (c) / that the  train left (d).
1. c 2. d 3. b 4. A    

PASSAGE 



There is no good reason why people should tire more easily as they grow older.  
Constant fatigue is not normal at any age.  I believe that it is caused largely by dietary deficiencies 
People who eat natural foods are not likely to feel tired.  An abundance of B vitamins is most 
important in outwitting fatigue because they contain ‘thiamin’, necessary for boundless energy.  In 
other words B vitamins provide the spark which releases the energy from the foods we eat.  One type 
of fatigue in older people may be caused by inadequate amounts of protein foods.  Proteins, as we 
know, contain the amino acids which manufacture the enzymes necessary for the production of 
energy.  It is amazing how many older people still eat only one or two small portions of good protein 
foods daily.  This is in spite of the fact that more than any other foods, proteins are necessary for 
muscles, glands and energy production.  But it is equally important to relax and lead, wherever 
possible, a tension-free life.  The wise ones have learned by experience that there are two secrets for 
living and working without strain without overdoing, without knowing the meaning of fatigue.  These 
two secrets are : a balanced vitamin-and mineral rich diet, and the art of relaxation.

34    Fatigue is generally caused by 
1. Old age     2.   Deficiency in food 3.   Lack of vitamins     4.  Unbalanced diet

35. B-vitamins are a source of help in overcoming fatigue because they
1. Contain a spark 2. Provide a supplement to the over – refined foods
3. Contain thiamin 4. Break up the food

36. Older people eat very little good protein food because
1. They are ignorant about scientific matters
2. They eat very little anyway
3. They believe vitamin-rich food is sufficient
4. They are generally not aware of the value of protein food

37. The function of enzymes is to
1. Produce energy              2. build up muscle
3. Relieve tension 4. Make food nutritious

38. The main idea discussed in the passage is
1. Balanced diet 2. Food and relaxation

3. Fatigue 4. Nutrition

39. Don’t worry about it.  It’s no use      Rewrite the sentence beginning with ‘It’s no use’, the next words will 
be……

1. to worry about it
2. worried about it
3. worrying about it
4. for worrying it.

40. Choose the right answer
1. UNICEF
2. U.N.I.C.E.F.
3. UNI.CEF
4. U.NI.CEF

KEY



1) 1 2)   4 3)  2 4) 4 5)   1 6) 3

7) 1 8)  1 9)  3 10) 2  11) 1 12)  1

13)  1 14)  3 15) 2 16)  1 17)  4 18)  4

19) 2 20) 2 21) 2 22) 1 23) 3 24) 3

25)  4 26) 1 27) 2 28) 4 29) 2 30) 1

31) 2 32) 2 33) 2 34) 3 35) 3 36) 4

37)1 38)3 39)3 40)1



MODEL PAPER – 25


1. He________ since seven in the morning.


1.
has been working
2.
is working 
3.have been working      4.
worked.


2.
He started saving money last he_______ in old age.



1.
starved

2.
will starve
3.
would starve
4.  should starve


3.
Rakhi is ____________S.S.C student.



1.
a 

2.
an 

3.
the 

4.
No article


4.
Raja goes to ______ School daily.


1.
a

2.
an

3.
the 

4.
No article




5.
Ravi said to Deepak. “Please shut the door”.



1.
Ravi requested Deepak to shut the door



2.
Ravi ordered Deepak to shut the door.



3.
Ravi told Deepak that he should shut the door.



4.
Ravi said to Deepak that he may shut the door.


6.
He told her, “You may borrow my car for a day”.



1.
He requested her to use his car only for a day



2.
He permitted her to use his car only for a day”



3.
He told her that she might borrow his car for a day



4.
He said to her that she may borrow his car for a day


7.
No diseases were known to man then



1.
Main knew no diseases then



2.
Man knows no diseases then.



3.
Man had known no diseases then.



4.
Will have known no diseases then.


8.
Choose the correct passive voice expression to the sentence.



He likes people who call him sir.


1. He likes to be called sir by people


2. To call him sir is liked by people


3. He likes to be call sir by people


4. He likes people call him sir.


9. Complimentary close of a business   Letter is ___________


1.
Yours sincerely,
2.
Yours truly,


3.
Yours faithfully,
4.
Yours lovingly,


10.
Which subscription is correct?



1.
Your’s lovingly,
                2.
Yours lovingly,


3.
yours lovingly,

4.
yours lovingly


11.
Raghava ________ smoking cigarettes last year.  He is not smoking now.



1.
gave up
2.
gave away
3.
gave over
4.
gave out


12.
Identify the silent letter of the word “wrath”



1.
w

2.
r

3.
t

4.
H


13.
Supply the missing letters in the word  ba______ad



1.
11

2. 00
 

3.
lm

4..
oi


14.
Prakash fall ______ the bicycle


1.
of

2.
by 

3.
off

4.
In


15.
She has been waiting for the bus ________ one hour 



1.
since

2.
for 

3.
from

4.
In


16.
I have a broken chair. (The part of Speech of the underlined word is).


1.
Adjective
2.
Adverb

3.
Verb
4.
Noun

17 
Study well ,lest you …………. Fail.        

  
 1)may 
2)must
3)can
4)should      


18.
Identify the correctly spelt word.



1.
Iliterate

2.
Urgancy
  
   3.
Stomack   
4.
Oxygen




19.
The pacific is deeper than any other Ocean (Change into superlative degree)


1.
Pacific is not the deepest Ocean
2.
Pacific is the deepest Ocean



3.
Pacific is one of the deepest Oceans      4.
No other Ocean is so deep as pacific.


20.
Now we are paying taxes at the ______ of sixty paisa for rupee


1.
price

2.
Rate

3.
Cost

4.
Value


21.
/ r^s/In /



1.
wresting
   
 2.
Rustling
              3.
Resting

4.
Roasting

22.
/ / pI : z /



1.
appease
     
  2.
Applause  
3.
A piece 

4.
Appose


23.
May I used your pen ? (what do you think about the above expression choose the right Answers).



1.
a question
2.
A suggestion
3.
Request

4.   An exclamation




24.
Your friend is not preparing well for D.S.C. you think it would for him to start preparing 



(what will you say ?)


1. You right prepare for D.S.C


2. You can prepare for D.S.C


3. You should prepared for D.S.C


4. You must prepare for D.S.C



25             Don’t buy things you don’t need.  It’s waste of Money.


1. It’s waste of money to buying`
 things you don’t need


2. It’s waste of money buy things you don’t need


3. It’s wasting of money to buy things you don’t need.


4. It’s waste of money buying things you don’t need.



  26   Timid  (Synonym)


5. Cowardly

2.
Plucky

3.
Veteran
     4.
Fearful




27 The minister is Optimistic about the project (opposite word of the underlined word)


1.
Stoical

2.
Pessimistic
3.
Cynic
4.
Dubious




28.
You are talking about Mahesh.  You know that he is very intelligent.  Everyone knows 



this.  What do you say about Mahesh ?


1. Mahesh is very intelligent, isn’t it ?


2. Mahesh is very intelligent, is he ?


3. Mahesh is very intelligent, doesn’t he ?


4. Mahesh is very intelligent, isn’t he ?




29. You are waiting for your friend, ___________ ?


1.
are you ?
2.
aren’t you ?
3.
do you
    4.    don’t you ?




30.
“The book which is on the table, is mine”(Change into simple sentence)



1.
The book on the table is mine                 2    The book on the table was mine



3.
The book on the table and it is mine    4        None.



31.
He has failed many times so he wanted to try once again  (Change into simple sentence)



1.
Being failed many times, he wanted to try once again



2.
Having failed many times, he wanted to try once again.



3.
He wanted to try once again to fall many times.



4.
None.

32.
“All of us know that man is mortal” (Change into compound sentence)


1.
Man is mortal so that all of us know that        2    Man is mortal and all of us know that



3.
As man is mortal, all of us know that            4      none.



33.
Find out the part of sentence which has an error



on reaching (a) / the railway station (b) / he was disappointed to learn (c) / that the  train left (d).



1.
c

2.
d
3.
b
4.
A    


PASSAGE 




There is no good reason why people should tire more easily as they grow older.  Constant fatigue is not normal at any age.  I believe that it is caused largely by dietary deficiencies People who eat natural foods are not likely to feel tired.  An abundance of B vitamins is most important in outwitting fatigue because they contain ‘thiamin’, necessary for boundless energy.  In other words B vitamins provide the spark which releases the energy from the foods we eat.  One type of fatigue in older people may be caused by inadequate amounts of protein foods.  Proteins, as we know, contain the amino acids which manufacture the enzymes necessary for the production of energy.  It is amazing how many older people still eat only one or two small portions of good protein foods daily.  This is in spite of the fact that more than any other foods, proteins are necessary for muscles, glands and energy production.  But it is equally important to relax and lead, wherever possible, a tension-free life.  The wise ones have learned by experience that there are two secrets for living and working without strain without overdoing, without knowing the meaning of fatigue.  These two secrets are : a balanced vitamin-and mineral rich diet, and the art of relaxation.


34    Fatigue is generally caused by 


1.
Old age     2.   Deficiency in food
3.   Lack of vitamins     4.  Unbalanced diet



35.
B-vitamins are a source of help in overcoming fatigue because they


1.
Contain a spark
2.
Provide a supplement to the over – refined foods



3.
Contain thiamin
4.
Break up the food

36.
Older people eat very little good protein food because


1.
They are ignorant about scientific matters



2.
They eat very little anyway



3.
They believe vitamin-rich food is sufficient



4.
They are generally not aware of the value of protein food

37.
The function of enzymes is to



1.
Produce energy
             2.
build up muscle



3.
Relieve tension

4.
Make food nutritious

38.
The main idea discussed in the passage is



1.
Balanced diet

2.
Food and relaxation


3.
Fatigue


4.
Nutrition



39.
Don’t worry about it.  It’s no use      Rewrite the sentence beginning with ‘It’s no use’, the next words will be……


1. to worry about it


2. worried about it


3. worrying about it


4. for worrying it.



40. Choose the right answer


1. UNICEF


2. U.N.I.C.E.F.


3. UNI.CEF


4. U.NI.CEF



KEY


1) 1

2)   4

3)  2

 4) 4

5)   1

 6) 3




7) 1

8)  1

9)  3

10) 2  

11) 1

12)  1




13)  1

14)  3

15) 2

16)  1

17)  4

18)  4




19) 2

20) 2

21) 2

22) 1

23) 3

24) 3




25)  4

26) 1

27) 2

28) 4

29) 2

30) 1




31) 2

32) 2

33) 2

34) 3

35) 3

36) 4


37)1

38)3

39)3

40)1

